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Abstract 

 

Physicalistic approaches about causation (Aronson, 1971; Fair, 1979; Salmon, 1984, 1997; 

Dowe, 1992a, 1992b, 1995a, 1995b, 2000) have two outstanding characteristics in common. 

In the first place, they are all empirical analyzes whose supplies come from physics; that is, 

in their developments have been used concepts, definitions, theorems and any result that 

comes from our best physical theories as a guide in the development of their philosophical 

theories about causation. That is, these characterizations of causation use the results that 

science, and physics in particular, gives us to establish a theory of causation that, of course, 

must be in concordance with these results. Secondly, these physicalist-reductivist approaches 

use the tools of physical theories of space-time, mainly classical or Newtonian mechanics 

and, lesser degree, the special theory of relativity. While it is expected that an empirical 

analysis of causation uses our physical theories of space - time for its formulation, since 

causal relations occur in space - time, it is not expected the fact that it is not considered our 

best theory of space - time, the general theory of relativity (GTR). 

 

In relation to what was mentioned at the end of the previous paragraph, and adhering to the 

physicalist-empiricist approaches to causation, I argue that the GTR is the right theory to 

look for theoretical and conceptual tools that allow us to capture the essence of causal 

relations. In fact, in the context of the GTR, what is known as the causal structure of space-

time is analyzed, considering both its local and global properties. In particular, in the GTR 

we not only find the typical analysis of the local causal structure in terms of light cones, but 

we also encounter some conditions that space-time, as a whole, must meet to be considered 

with a certain causal structure. All these issues are analyzed in GTR within what is known as 

the domain of influence and domain of dependence; where the first of them studies the 

conditions under which two points of space - time can be connected by means of a signal, 

and the second studies the conditions under which the information given in a region of space 

- time would allow to determine what happens in another region of space - time. These tools, 

I believe, can be used to establish a minimum basis on which to build a philosophical theory 

of causation. 

 

Considering the above, the general aim of this paper is to show that, in contrast to what is 

commonly thought, where causation would find a natural place only in classical or 

Newtonian mechanics and in special relativity, in GTR the causation also finds a central 

place. In particular, it is intended to argue in favor of the following statements: i) considering 

the tools offered by the GTR, it is possible to establish the necessary physical conditions for 

a philosophical theory of causation in general relativistic contexts in terms of geometric 

properties of space-time ; that is, it is possible to set the minimum conditions on which any 



theory of causation should be formulated, and ii) causation, in general relativistic contexts, 

must acquire the characteristics of being global and intrinsic to spacetime. 
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